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DEVELOPMENT USE ONLY

3:00 AM UPLOAD

Reporting
Data

Entity Lookup
Table

Log Data
Usage & Heartbeat

Monthly Reporting Package

Master Entity
Database

Hotel

Primary Key

Cannot have an advertiser without a hotel (even national account)
Cannot have a IAD without a hotel
Cannot have a property management company without a hotel
etc...

Can be a good checks and balances to see if what
is getting billed to clients matches the raw data

Some data, like monthly spend and
YTD spend will probably come from QB

Admins and Accounting Support will determine
which fields need to be “cached” for import into
Quickbooks (some values may need to be pre-calculated)

Automatically “back fill” any logo
or ad loop openings with non-
revenue paying accounts

Hotel “comp’ed” ads and
OHH Media ads will
be used for backfill

There may be some cases where SuperAdmins
want to offer free ads to paying clients; the delta
between ads billed and free ads will be handled
by the billing system

Should billing come from schedule or logs?
Logs may be 1-2% more accurate, but
raw data is easier to transform for billing

While these are closely associated for billing and account management,
they do not have to be transferred to the interactive device

FOR DEMONSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY
Developers will decide how to configure
the nightly IAD load and structure the files

Market configuration

XML elements that do not change
intra-day sent in nightly package

Light XML package
works off unique id
(like flight number)

Best to tell admins to be off
system before midnight

Unique hotel (or IAD asset) ID

If service disconnects,
tab returns “Flight Service Down”
or something similar that blames
a third party versus the IAD

If service disconnects, runs cached
copy for ~6 hours; after 6 hours
feeds are not visible on device

Quickbooks does not appear to keep
accounts in sync after initial import

Need ability to report and bill
by asset tag to analyze IAD
effectiveness in multi-unit hotels

So, if property management company
address changes, need to be made
in both Quickbooks and IAD system

Note: Quickbooks requires debits and credits
Rows have to foot to a zero balance

Translate CSV headers into 
Intuit Information Format (IIF)
or use headers in transfer file

Quickbooks only imports accounts once, 
so changes will need to be manually synched

Includes national advertisers also

Master entity only includes “stable” assets
Flights, ad loops, landing and map data change frequently

May include flag to
identify billing party

Property Management

Each of the 5 entity
items has a unique id

City IAD Asset Tag Advertiser

Unique ID needed to report on
multiple IADS in single hotel

3:00 AM DOWNLOAD

Billing Data

Raw Data for each
IAD Component

Database
Views

Advertiser (Changes)

National Advertiser

Where values are
pre-calculated based

on raw data

All fields and pre-calcula ons
needed for billing and
financial management

CSV Delimited
Data File

Heartbeat
Reporting

Nightly System Lock-down
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Quickbook
Accounting Software

Crystal Reports

Account Setup:
Initial download from IAD system,
but changes have to be managed locally

Invoicing:
In Quickbooks, based on raw data from 
IAD system and usage data from device

Collections:
In Quickbooks

Accounting Support
In Quickbooks

Financial Reporting
Generated by Quickbooks, but exported back 
into IAD system (quick hits+ on admin screens)

Data coming into Crystal Reports needs to
have (at least one) unique id associated with it

Use unique IDs to build relationships with
additional tables for dynamic reporting

Examples:
Completed flight associated with advertiser
Advertiser rolls up to (value here)

Completed flight associated to IAD ID
IAD rolls up to (value here)

To connect flight to property management
company, by connecting flight to advertiser, 
advertiser to hotel, hotel to property 
management company (random example) 

Note: Map configuration and
ad creation (file names) will not
be reported in Crystal Reports
(and neither have unique id)

IAD Asset tags will be reportable,
so multiple IADs in a single hotel
can be analyzed for effectiveness

Can be Webtrends or
another third party service

While problems alert admins
intra-day, nightly logs report

that system is healthy
(and recap of problems)

Includes touches
for billing logo accounts

Reports and alerts include link to contact information
entered when hotel was setup (or actual contact numbers)

Local and
National Advertiser

Hotel
Management

Property
Management

Executive
Management

Flight Additions
and Subtractions

Creative Files
(Ad Loops & Landing)

Map (Changes)

Category Additions
and Subtractions

Locator (Pushpin)
Information

Device Management (Changes)

Event of the Day
Configuration

Filler Creative
(if IAD not booked)

Code Changes/Upgrades
(shell, news, weather, etc)

Operating System
(updates, releases, etc)

Property Management

Hotel

Non-Revenue
Accounts
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Categories

Creative

hotel.xml



Flight

IAD Management

Configuration

Event Creative

SysOps


flight.xml
map.xml

Reports on condi on of
device and sends “intra-day”

alerts to system admins

No changes a er 3am - 2 hours
in IAD’s me zone (e.g. 1am EST)

Email Alert

Text Alert

Web Console

Reports exported (cached) outside Crystal
Reports for easier and wider access Does IAD delete inactive ads?

Recommend 90 day trailing removal

Airline Information Subscription:


